Introduction
A late-fourteenth-century copy of the large anti-Jewish polemical treatise, Pugio fidei (Dagger of Faith, 1278) by thirteenth-century Catalan Dominican Ramon Martí (d. after 1284) contains a fascinating detail: the manuscript, from ca. 1400 or slightly earlier, is copied in three columns, but the far right column is almost entirely blank leaving an empty space running alongside the other two columns of text given in vocalized Hebrew and Latin translation, respectively. This codex, University of Coimbra MS 720, is one of a handful of medieval manuscripts of the Dagger of Faith to contain Hebrew text alongside Latin. Although the Paris manuscript (Sainte-Geneviève MS 1405), is the only truly complete copy of the work from the Middle Ages, including all Latin and Hebrew text, the later Coimbra manuscript is the only one that contains this curious empty column.1
What was supposed to fill this space? The answer can be found on the first two folios, which contain the beginning of a text that was to continue through the rest of the manuscript but was never finished: a Castilian translation of the thousands of biblical passages cited throughout the work. The Hebrew passages that are translated on the first folio-twice-translated, first into Latin, and then again into Castilian-are from 1Kings 12:28 and 2Kings 17:16-20. Just as Martí's Latin is translated directly from the Hebrew and differs in numerous places from the Vulgate and known Vetus Latina versions (biblical texts in Latin dating from before Jerome),2 so the Castilian translation is also based directly This little fragment in the Coimbra manuscript is only a taste of a Romance translation of biblical and post-biblical material given in Hebrew that never actually came to be filled into the manuscript. In its place, an unfilled column runs for hundreds of folios, and signals, albeit only through its lack, an important point that is often overlooked in the study of medieval Bible translations: the role of polemical writing as a catalyst for the translation of the Bible, and in nisi tribus Iuda sola. Porro iuda non custodiuit mandatum domini dei sui et ambulauit in statutis israel quae fecerunt. Reprobauitque dominus omne semen israel et humiliauit eos. tradiditque eos in manu diripiencium usquequo proiecit eos a facie sua." (fols. 2r-v). translation can easily be explained by the dominance of Latin in Romancespeaking areas. It is thus no surprise that, despite many earlier fragments, the earliest independent and more-or-less full translation of the Bible into Old French did not occur until ca. 1220-1260, with early Italian translations following around the turn of the fourteenth century.17 The Iberian Peninsula is thus not, generally speaking, later than its neighbors in translating the Bible, although all Romance-speaking regions lagged far behind non-Romance areas to the north and east.
In Iberia, some fifteen significant manuscripts survive containing biblical material in Castilian, many in the library of El Escorial, and some half a dozen more (apart from psalters and fragments) in Catalan. None of the Castilian manuscripts is fully complete and most copies date from the fourteenth or fifteenth centuries. The earliest extensive translations are those found in El Escorial MS I.I.6 (hereafter "E6"), a thirteenth-century product based on Latin versions. It is assumed that El Escorial MS I.I.8 (hereafter "E8"), from the turn of the fifteenth century, represents a copy of a somewhat early manuscript, and that both E6 and the source of E8 were copied from a single thirteenthcentury translation pre-dating the reign of Alfonso X (reg. 1252-1284). Similarly, Alfonso X's universal history, General Estoria, contains abundant biblical quotations, also from Latin. Of those translated from Hebrew directly and not from the Latin Vulgate, the Castilian Psalms in E8 (fols. 221ra-236vb), which run up to Psalm 70, were made partly on the basis of the Hebrew text, in a translation dubiously attributed to the scientific translator Hermannus Alemannus. 18 Other later texts19 include portions of translations of biblical books made from Hebrew to Castilian, although most, if not all, were probably made for Christian use (not only E5/E7, but also E3, etc.). These may well have been translated before the fifteenth century, but they only survive now in copies from 1420 or later.
The Teacher of Righteousness
It was approximately a century after the "Disputa entre un cristiano y un judío" and the copying of the Fazienda de ultramar that another polemical text was written that serendipitously came to contribute significantly to the corpus of medieval Romance Bibles-the Hebrew Moreh Ṣedeq (Teacher of Righteousness) of Alfonso of Valladolid, surviving now only as the Castilian Mostrador de justicia. As I will show, this text was translated directly from Hebrew without any copying from Romance Bibles. Because the manuscript copy can be dated with confidence to the fourteenth century (I will discuss this dating in more detail below), the Castilian Teacher in fact represents a new corpus of medieval Romance Bible material, one hitherto unmentioned, as far as I know, in the discussions of medieval romanceamientos. Moreover, it exceeds the earliest sources in quantity: not only does it include, in piecemeal, what amounts to some full chapters of biblical books (such as all of Isaiah 6). In the sheer number of verses, it also amounts to more total translated material than what is found in the Fazienda de ultramar and the seventy Psalms in E8 put together.
When Abner of Burgos finally embraced Christianity sometime around 1320 after what he describes as twenty-five years of spiritual doubt, intense study, and repeated dream visions of a "great man" resembling Jesus, he began a career, under the new name of Alfonso, as an anti-Jewish polemical writer that would span the subsequent twenty-five years, until his death around 1347. Numerous vicissitudes of fortune distinguish Abner/Alfonso's career and work, but most telling of his significance are the responses to him from other Jewish writers. His wide impact, at least among Jewish polemical writers, is certainly due to the fact that Abner/Alfonso wrote his works not in Latin but in Hebrew, and then translated at least some of his own work into Castilian. This fact makes his oeuvre utterly unique-even the friars of the thirteenth century who often quoted works in Hebrew, such as Ramon Martí, did not compose anti-Jewish treatises in any language besides Latin. One might think, by comparison, of Martí's younger contemporary, the Mallorcan polymath Ramon Llull, who is alleged to have composed some works in Arabic, although this question is still being debated. In any case, although Llull was later translated into Arabic,20 no original Arabic text written by Llull has survived, and Llull's literary oeuvre is in Catalan and Latin. Abner/Alfonso, by contrast, wrote virtually all of his major works in Hebrew first. At the same time, the translations of his writing are among the early substantive examples of anti-Jewish polemical literature in Castilian, although earlier short texts such as the "Disputa entre un cristiano y un judío" do exist.
Although Abner/Alfonso wrote in Hebrew and translated into Castilian, his writings now survive in a tangled, multilingual miscellany of original texts in Hebrew, contemporary translations in Castilian, and fifteenth-century citations in Latin. If you are not used to studying the books of the sciences and knowing all that ancient books said about these profound and subtle things achieved by the studies of the great sages, remove ill from your heart and pluck malice from your flesh and make your ear like a mill hopper in order to receive and give yourself over to those who know more than you, and incline your ear and hear the words of the sages, and put your heart according to my understanding, and do not continue to argue and contradict their understandings, and behold the honor of God, because the place where you are standing is holy.27
In Mettmann's edition, only one biblical reference is glossed and indexed from this section-the last phrase "the place where you are standing is holy," which are God's words to Moses at the burning bush in Exodus 3:5. But the text is clearly alluding to at least five other passages. When Abner/Alfonso mentions "these profound and subtle things" (estas cosas ffundas e sotiles), he seems to be referring to Daniel 2:22, where Daniel says that God "reveals deep and hidden things." When he says, "remove ill from your heart and pluck malice from your flesh" (rriedra sanna de tu coraçon e tuelle maliçia de tu carne), he is quoting Ecclesiastes 11:10, "Banish anxiety from your mind and put pain away from your body." When he urges the Jew to "make your ear like a mill hopper" (e ffaz a tu oreja como la tolva del molino), he is quoting the sage advice of the Babylonian Talmud, tractates Ḥagigah 3b and Ḥullin 89a, in which the rabbis recommend to "make your ear like a hopper and acquire an understanding heart." When Abner/Alfonso says, "incline your ear and hear the words of the sages, and put your heart according to my understanding," he is quoting Proverbs 22:17 directly. By the phrase "Behold the honor of God," cata a la honra de Dios, he is probably rendering the expression Hine kavod Adonai, as in Exodus 16:10. This single example makes clear the extent of the oversight at not identifying such constant allusions. Leaving aside vague or partial allusions, it is fair to make the general estimation that Abner/Alfonso directly cites at least 1000 more verses than are identified in Mettmann's index. For this rough estimate to be approximately accurate, it would only be necessary to identify one or two unidentified citations per folio side, while the example given above includes five in a single paragraph.
Without a doubt, the Hebrew Bible plays a much more important role in the text than the Christian New Testament. Abner/Alfonso directly cites the New Testament only fifty-four times, according to Mettmann's index (which is more accurate in regard to the New Testament because Abner/Alfonso does not include indirect allusions to it, which would mean little to a Jewish reader). This equates to an average citation frequency of once per twelve or thirteen folios sides. Whereas he quotes multiple times from every book in the Hebrew Bible, fifty-two of his fifty-four New Testament quotes are from the Gospels. He quotes only once from the epistles of Paul (I Corinthians), and once from Revelation. His almost exclusive focus on the Hebrew Bible is similar to the tolva del molino para rresçebir e asufrirte ssobre los que saben más que tú, e acuesta tu oreja e escucha palabras de los sabios, e tu coraçon pon a mi entendimiento, e non allegues adelante para porfiar e contradezir a sus entendimientos dellos, e cata a la onrra de Dios, ca el logar sobre que estás santo es." See Paris, BNF MS Esp. 43, fol. 184v/Mostrador, 2:98. A clear example of Hebraism in the Teacher can be found in the citation of Ezekiel 28:9 ("Will you still say 'I am God' in the presence of those who kill you, though you are but a mortal and no god in the hands of those who wound you?").35 In the Teacher, this verse is rendered, "Si dezir diras yo sso Domino entre tus matadores, e tú omne e non dios en mano de tus desonrradores."36 Various details point to a direct translation from Hebrew: As in most Hebrewto-Romance translations, Abner/Alfonso's phrase "si dezir diras" preserves the emphatic infinitive absolute in the opening (he-amor tomar).37 Apart from this, however, Abner/Alfonso's text does not match any of the other translations based on Hebrew or Latin. It is distinguished by the use of an equational sentence, lacking the verb to be ("e tú omne e non dios" to render ve-atah adam ve-loʾ el, "you are but a mortal and no god"). All other romanceamientos, if they translate this phrase at all, insert "to be" in their translation: "e tú eres omne e non dios" (E3, E5, BNM, RAH), "estando ombre tu e non dios" (E6), or "tu omne seyendo & non dios" (Alba). In addition, the vocabulary choice for be-yad meḥaleleikha ("in the hand of those who slay you") does not match any other translation, which read "los/aquellos que te materen" (E3, E4, E5, E6), "tus quebrantadores" (BNM, RAH), or "los que te enconaren" (Alba). Abner/Alfonso's choice, "tus desonrradores," seems rather strange, but actually makes good sense upon looking at the Hebrew: the verb chalal does mean "to stab, wound or slay," but it also means "to profane, to defile." There is no Latin rendering of this nuance of meaning, and this passage in the Latin Vulgate reads "in manu . 37 Other translations read either "sy dezir dirás" (E3, BNM, RAH, Alba) or "si dicho dixieres" (E4, E5), whereas the pre-Alfonsine Latin translation in E6 simply reads "fablarás," "you will speak." All citations from medieval Castilian Bible manuscripts are based on the corpus of texts available at http://www.bibliamedieval.es, where the manuscripts can be consulted directly.
occidentium te" ("in the hands of those who kill you"). Abner/Alfonso's choice of "desonrradores," those who dishonor or defile, could only be made on the basis of the Hebrew. Another pair of verses that show Abner/Alfonso's use of rare Hebraisms (or his willingness to coin new words) are Genesis 1:11 and 1:20, "Let the earth put forth vegetation" and "Let the waters bring forth swarms of living creatures," which in Hebrew are plays on words based on the similarity of verb and noun (tadsheʾ/desheʾ, yishreṣu/shereṣ).38 Abner/Alfonso seems to invent new forms here, "Eruielleçca la tierra eruiellos e yeruas" and "Serpiençan las aguas serpiençias."39 To my knowledge, none of the other translations use these words, rendering Genesis 1:11 with the Judeo-Spanish word "hermollecer" ("hemollesca la tierra hermollo yerva," in E3 and Aj) or the more common "enverdecer," ("enverdescase la tierra de uerdura" in E4) and rendering 1:20 with the common verb "engendrar" ("engendren las aguas engendramiento" in E3, E4, Aj). Abner/Alfonso's translations seem to coin some new terms, and his word use shows his total independence from other translations.
Other facts that show the unique nature of Abner/Alfonso's translations can be gathered by comparing the repetition of citations within the Teacher and also across Abner/Alfono's other works. When repeating a citation, the Castilian text frequently offers different versions in different places, even within the same chapter. In translating Genesis 3:5 ("For God knows that when you eat of [the tree] your eyes will be opened and you will be like God, knowing good and evil"),40 the Teacher includes no less than six Castilian versions, changing "sabe Dios" to "sabe Elohym" and "seredes como dioses" to "seredes como Dios" to "seredes como Elohym" and "seredes como Elohim." This same verse is changed yet again when cited in the Responses.41 All of these versions differ from existing Romance Bibles. Despite these changes, however, the different versions also all reflect constant Hebraisms. In his citation in the Teacher of Numbers 34:3 ("Then your south quarter shall be from the wilderness of Zin along by the coast of Edom"), the text reads "será a uos tierra a parte de Meridion desdel desierto de Çim a oriella de Edom."42 The translation of yad as "oriella" (shore) is unique among Romance translations and reflects a particular meaning of the word that is only conveyed in Hebrew. Abner/Alfonso's citation of this same verse in one of his polemical letters changes the translation slightly but preserves this particular reading. For Psalm 51:6, the Latin reads "ut justiffiçeris in ssermonibus tuis," which corresponds to the Latin but points to an oral rather than written basis for citation by the addition of a cedilla to the "c." In Psalm 10:16 in the Teacher, Abner/Alfonso cites it first in Castilian ("Domino rrey ssienpre jamas perdersse-an gentes de ssu tierra") and a few folios later repeats it half in Castilian, half in Latin ("Domino rregnará para ssecula sseculorum"). Neither citation corresponds to the rendering in the Vulgate ("Dominus regnabit in aeternum et in saeculum saeculi" or "Dominus rex saeculi et aeternitatis").47 If we compare this version of Psalm 10:16 to its citation in the Castilian version of the Responses, we can see that the translations are similar but not exactly the same.48 All of this suggests that these Latin citations were included from memory according to an oral familiarity with the Psalter in Christian prayer. It also confirms that Abner/ Alfonso's Hebrew-to-Castilian translations were made ad hoc on the basis of the Hebrew, and even if they were influenced by oral traces recalled from liturgical use of Latin, they were not copied systematically from any source. This avoidance of Latin is, moreover, in line with Abner/Alfonso's intention in the work itself, where he claims, in a voice echoing the twelfth-century polemic of Petrus Alfonsi, that "I did not take verses according to how they are translated into Latin among Christians, but rather according to how they are understood in the Hebrew language. This is because my words and arguments here are not with Christians, but with contrary Jews. 
A Fourteenth-Century Romanceamento
A key issue in establishing the importance of Abner/Alfonso's biblical translations is the dating of the text to the fourteenth century, because this establishes the text as an earlier witness than many surviving Romance Bibles. The most important fact to consider in the history of the translations is the provenance of the two principal manuscripts containing Castilian works by Abner/Alonso, both of which can be dated to the fourteenth century.50 Although not, as far as I can judge, from the same hand-and the Vatican manuscript seems to have been copied by at least two different hands-they are both copied by professional or practiced scribes in a Castilian gótica redonda, or semigótica style, which flourished in Spain in the fourteenth and early fifteenth century, and which can be observed in any of the privileges granted at the court of Alfonso XI of Castile.51 Sainz de la Maza has suggested that, based on the remains of an illumination at the opening of the manuscript and the care with which it was copied, it "seems to have been copied for someone of importance. common in the fourteenth century, not only in its vocabulary and orthography but also in its grammatical structures.57
Although we know definitively that the two main manuscripts containing Abner/Alfonso's Castilian works date from the fourteenth century, we are less certain about the identity of the translator or translators. It is likely that Abner/ Alfonso himself was the translator of the Teacher, and may have possibly translated his other works as well. One piece of information suggesting Abner/ Alfonso's own hand in the translation of the Teacher is provided by Abner/ Alfonso's earlier work, the Sefer Milḥamot Adonai, or Book of the Wars of the Lord, written in Hebrew a few years before the Moreh/Teacher, (ca. 1320-1321). Although in 1432 the convert Pablo de Santa Maria/Solomon Halevi wrote that a Castilian version of this work "can be found today in house of the Preachers of Valladolid," the work is now lost. Nevertheless, according the sixteenthcentury traveller Ambrosio de Morales, who claims to have seen the work there in 1572, it was "A book in parchment of very old writing" whose incipit read: "This is the Book of the Wars of the Lord which Master Alfonso, convert, who used to have the name Rabbi Abner when he was a Jew, composed, and he translated it from Hebrew to the Castilian language by order of the Infanta Doña Blanca, Lady of the monastery of Las Huelgas de Burgos."58 Given that Blanca died in 1321 and that the Teacher was written immediately after in ca. 1321-1324, it is easily conceivable that Abner/Alfonso himself translated it at this time as well, perhaps during or immediately after writing the original 57 A full linguistic study of the text is beyond the scope of this article. However, it is possible to point to a few key examples. On the level of vocabulary: the alternation of "maguer" and "aunque," with a preference for the former; use of "luenga" for "larga"; Regular use of "ca," "guisa," "aver," and "otrossí." On the level of grammar: occasional use of imperfect forms ending in -ie; alternation of "y" and "alli"; contrary-to-fact conditional forms that alternate between "si fuesse . . . fuera" and "si fuesse . . . seria"; regular use of "sso" for "soy" and "do" for "donde" and "doy"; use of subjunctive forms such as "fueres"; On the level of orthography: regular use of doubled consants in initial and medial positions (sse, sso, ffueres, ffiziese, uiesso, etc); "logar" for "lugar"; alternation of "oy" and "hoy," "uso" and "huso"; persistence of a strong bilabial fricative /b/ in words such as "cibdad" and "dubda," which also occasionally appear as "ciudad" and "duda"; alternation of "no" with "non" and "ni" with "nin. One example can be found in the translation of a curious phrase from Daniel, 12:11 ("From the time that the regular burnt offering is taken away and the abomination that desolates is set up, there shall be one thousand two hundred ninety days.").59 In particular, the phrase "the abomination that desolates" (shiqquṣ shomem), which echoes an epithet used for Zeus, Baal Shamen ("lord of heaven"), is difficult to translate. Abner/Alfonso quotes this phrase at least five times in the Teacher, where it is always translated as "enconamiento assolado."60 This translation is unique, appearing, as far as I know, in no other known Romance translation of the Bible, whether from Hebrew or Latin. It is thus telling that the same phrase is used in Abner/Alfonso's other Castilian works, including both the Responses and also the third polemical letter.61 Moreover, Abner/Alfonso actually discusses his choice of this There are other texts that could be brought into this discussion, including those titles tentatively attributed to Abner/Alfonso such as the Libro de las tres creencias and Sermones contra los iudios e moros, both of which contain abundant biblical citations. While such material is surely relevant to this study, its inclusion here is complicated by pending questions of authorship and by the fact that these texts include rough transliteration of Hebrew (and in a few places, Arabic) texts alongside biblical material in Romance. To treat these issues appropriately would require more attention than is possible here, and thus these texts are best left to be taken up in a separate study.72 Such a study could put these works in the context of other fourteenth-century polemical writing, especially that known to have been directly influenced by Abner/Alfonso's writing. The Coloquio entre un Cristiano y un judío, a Castilian polemical dialogue from 1370, is one such text. However, as the editor of the text Aitor García Moreno has noted, the author of the Coloquio drew virtually all of his rabbinical sources directly from Abner/Alfonso's work, but did not copy any biblical quotations from him, but instead translated them directly from the Latin.73 The example of the Coloquio suggests that although Abner/ Alfonso's works did have some small influence among Christian writers later in the fourteenth century (although nothing comparable to his significant impact on polemical Jewish writers), the influence of his biblical translations on subsequent romanceamientos was negligible.
However, even without discussion of the Coloquio or of the spurious works attributed to Abner/Alfonso, the evidence presented here is sufficient to show that his Castilian works represent a unique and abundant cache of biblical verses in Romance that provides useful information about the vocabulary, grammar, and orthography of fourteenth-century Hebrew-to-Castilian biblical translation. Even though the Romance translation that was to appear in the first folios of the Coimbra manuscript of the Dagger of Faith was ultimately left out-an omission dramatically memorialized by the manuscript's empty third column-the earlier writing of Abner/Alfonso more than made up for this lack, pointing to the importance of medieval polemical texts as sources of linguistic, cultural, and historical information, and offering us a rich new source of material for the study of medieval Romance Bibles.
